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\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{Calculates an array of integrated visual fields}
\end{itemize}

\section*{Description}

\texttt{binovfcal} calculates an array of integrated visual fields given required parameters.

\section*{Usage}

\begin{verbatim}
binovfcal(leftvf, rghtvf, lefttheta, righttheta, distplanes, pd = NULL,
           gender = NULL, m_xs = seq(-27, 27, length.out = 10), m_ys = seq(21,
           -21, -6), c_xs = seq(-57, 57, 6), db_cutoff = 25)
\end{verbatim}

\section*{Arguments}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{leftvf} \hspace{1cm} A matrix of left monocular visual field
  \item \texttt{rghtvf} \hspace{1cm} A matrix of right monocular visual field
  \item \texttt{lefttheta} \hspace{1cm} A number angle of convergence for the left eye in radian
  \item \texttt{righttheta} \hspace{1cm} A number angle of convergence for the right eye in radian
  \item \texttt{distplanes} \hspace{1cm} A vector of object distances in mm.
  \item \texttt{pd} \hspace{1cm} Pupil distance in mm
  \item \texttt{gender} \hspace{1cm} A string of either "male" or "female"
  \item \texttt{m_xs} \hspace{1cm} Horizontal coordinates for monocular visual field for the 24-2 pattern
  \item \texttt{m_ys} \hspace{1cm} Vertical coordinates for monocular visual field for the 24-2 pattern
  \item \texttt{c_xs} \hspace{1cm} Horizontal coordinates for integrated visual field (from -57 to 57 degree with 6 degree spacing)
  \item \texttt{db_cutoff} \hspace{1cm} cutoff value default to 25 dB above which the simulated threshold value is returned (NA otherwise) when there threshold value is present only for one eye
\end{itemize}
**caltheta**

**Value**

An array of binocular visual fields for the distances specified by distplanes vector.

**Warning**

the value of either pd or gender has to be provided the unit of pd and fixdist must be the same, default to mm.

**Examples**

```r
caltheta(fixdist, pd = NULL, gender = NULL, eye = c("left", "right"))
```

**Description**

caltheta calculates the angle of convergence (radians) for left or right eye to fixate at a designated fixation distance.

**Usage**

caltheta(fixdist, pd = NULL, gender = NULL, eye = c("left", "right"))

**Arguments**

- **fixdist** A two element vector of fixation distance in mm in Cartesian coordinates.
- **pd** A number of pupil distance in mm.
- **gender** A string of either "male" or "female"
- **eye** A string specifying either "left" or "right" eye.

**Value**

The angle of convergence in radians that respective eye with a pupil distance of pd rolls to fixate at fixation distance of fixdist.
Warning

the value of either pd or gender has to be provided the unit of pd and fixdist must be the same and is default to mm.

Examples

caltheta(c(600, 0), pd=65, eye="left")
caltheta(c(600, 0), gender="male", eye="left")

---

Colfunc

Colfunc creates a color scheme visualising the dB values in visual field matrices with darker color corresponding to lower dB values

Description

Colfunc creates a color scheme visualising the dB values in visual field matrices with darker color corresponding to lower dB values

Usage

colfunc(n = 35)

Arguments

n A positive integer specifying the number of color gradients used in visual field plots and is default to 35

Value

A color mapping function

Examples

colfunc(35)

---

Colorkey

Colorkey generates a color legend for dB values in visual field plots with darker colors corresponding to lower dB values (e.g., black = 0dB, bright yellow >= 35dB)

Description

Colorkey generates a color legend for dB values in visual field plots with darker colors corresponding to lower dB values (e.g., black = 0dB, bright yellow >= 35dB)

Usage

colorkey()
get_col

Value
   a color legend for dB values in visual field plots

Examples
   colorkey()

get_col  Color-codes dB values

Description
   get_col returns the color of a visual field location given its dB value (e.g., black = 0dB, white = 35dB)

Usage
   get_col(db)

Arguments
   db  A number of sensitivity threshold in dB

Value
   the color of a visual field location in hcl color space with darker colors corresponding to lower dB values

Examples
   get_col(25)

get_inv_col  Color-codes dB values

Description
   get_inv_col returns the color of a visual field location given its dB value, (e.g., white < 15dB, black > 15dB)

Usage
   get_inv_col(db)

Arguments
   db  A number of sensitivity threshold in dB
Value

either white or black color for a visual field location

Examples

get_inv_col(25)

makevf

Makes a visual field matrix

Description

makevf Makes a visual field matrix from a vector of 54 elements for the 24-2 test results

Usage

makevf(vfvector, eye = c("left", "right"))

Arguments

vfvector A vector of length 54. The 54 data points for the 24-2 pattern have to be ordered from superior nasal to inferior temporal.

eye A string of either "left" or "right"

Value

A matrix of 8 rows and 10 columns

Examples

vfvector <- rep(35, 54)
makevf(vfvector, 'left')

plotvf

Plots visual field

Description

plotvf plots a figure of a visual field matrix with sensitivity threshold values

Usage

plotvf(xs, vf, title = "")
Arguments

xs          A vector of horizontal coordinates. The length of it must be either 10 for a
            monocular or 25 for a binocular visual field plot.

vf          A matrix of either a left/right monocular visual field or a binocular visual field
            sensitivity values

title       A string for the name of the plot.

Value

A plot of a monocular or binocular visual field.

Warning

the length of xs and the number of columns of the vf must be the same and with a value of either 10
or 20.

Examples

m_xs < - seq(-27, 27, length.out = 10)
rghtvf <- matrix(c(
NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 0, 30, NA,
NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA
), ncol=10, byrow=TRUE)
plotvf(m_xs, rghtvf, title='right visual field')

plotvfray

Plots binocular visual field rays

Description

plotvfray plots a figure showing how the left and right visual field sensitivity threshold data inter-
act in the simulated binocular visual field.

Usage

plotvfray(leftvf, rghtvf, lefttheta, righttheta, fixdist, distplane)
plotvf_2

Arguments

leftvf  An 8 by 10 matrix of sensitivity threshold data for the left visual field
rightvf An 8 by 10 matrix of sensitivity threshold data for the right visual field
lefttheta  A number left eye rotating angle in radian
righttheta  A number right eye rotating angle in radian
fixdist  A 2 element vector the coordinates of the fixation point in cartesian system in mm.
distplane  A number object distance in mm range from 0 to a maximum of 1500 mm.

Value

A plot of binocular visual field rays from a top view with left eye on the top.

Warning

the unit of fixdist, pd and distplane must be in mm.

Examples

```r
rghtvf <- matrix(c(
NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 0, 30, NA,
30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 0, 30, NA,
30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 0, 30, NA,
NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 0, 30, NA,
NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA,
NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA
), ncol=10, byrow=TRUE)

leftvf <- rghtvf[, 10:1]

plotvfray(leftvf, rghtvf, -.05, .05, c(700, 0), 1000)
```

Description

plotvf_2 plots a figure of a binocular visual field matrix with sensitivity threshold values with missing locations

Usage

```r
plotvf_2(xs, vf, vf_norm, title = "")
```
Arguments

xs  A vector of binocular visual field horizontal coordinates. The length of it must be 20 for a binocular visual field plot
vf  A matrix of a binocular visual field sensitivity values
vf_norm  A matrix a binocular healthy visual field sensitivity values for a specified distance plane
title  A string for the name of the plot

Value

A plot of a monocular or binocular visual field

Warning

the length of xs and the number of columns of the vf must be the same and with a value of either 25.

Examples

c_xs <- seq(-57, 57, length.out = 20)
cvf <- matrix(c(
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 20, 20, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 20, 0, 0, 20, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 20, 0, 0, 20, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 20, 20, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
), ncol=20, byrow=TRUE)
cvf_norm <- matrix(c(
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
  NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, NA, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, NA, NA, NA, NA,
), ncol=20, byrow=TRUE)
plotvf_2(c_xs, cvf, cvf_norm, title='integrated visual field')

rotate  Rotates a point (x,y) by an angle

Description

rotate calculates the coordinates for a point (x,y) after it rotates by an angle theta (radian)
Usage

rotate(xy, theta = 0)

Arguments

xy A vector of length 2 representing the coordinates of a point in cartesian system
theta A number rotating angle in radian

Value

Coordinates of the point after the rotation

Examples

rotate(c(1000, 0), theta=pi/6)

rundemo

 Runs shiny applications included in the package

Description

rundemo(demo) runs a shiny application provided in the package

Usage

rundemo(demo)

Arguments

demo A shiny application name. There are two applications i.e., "app", "app2" in-
cluded in the package

Value

the called shiny application in a new browser

Examples

## Not run:
rundemo("app2.R")

## End(Not run)
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